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DR. BABASAHEB AMBEDKAR TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY, 
LONERE — RAIGAD -402 103 

Summer Supplementary Semester Examinations — May 2018 

Branch: M.Tech (Electronics Engineering) Semester: 1 
Subject with Subject Code: - Computational Methods (MTEEC101) Marks: 60 
Date:- May 02, 2018 Time:- 3 Hr. 

Instructions to the Students 
Each question carries 12 marks. 
Attempt any five questions of the following. 
Illustrate your answers with neat sketches, diagram etc., wherever necessary. 
If some part or parameter is noticed to be missing, you may appropriately assume it and should 

mention it clearly. 

Q.1. Answer the following (12) 
a. Explain the concept of the absolute error, relative error and machine epsilon with suitable example. 

b) Find the absolute and relative error in evaluating i) ]x 2 ± y2  ii) xex. 

Q. 2 Answer the following (12) 
Use the factorization to solve the system 10x1 -7x2  + 3 x3+5x4  = 6, -6x1  + 8x2  - x3  - 43(4  = 5, 3x1+ x2 
+ 4x3  + 113(4  = 2, 5x1  -9x2 -2x3 + xa = 7 

Show that f(x) = x3  + 4x2 — 10 = 0 has a root in [1,2] and use the Bisection method to determine an 
approximation to the root that is accurate to 5 iteration. 

Q. 3 Answer the following 
a. The temperature of metal strip was measured at various time intervals during heating and the data 

is given below 

(12) 

If t 
temperature at t=6 minute. 

Time, t(min) 1 2 3 4 
Temp, TrC) 

. . 70 83 100 124 

b. For the following data set ,find the cubic spline 

x 1 1 2 3 
y 2 -6 -8 2 

Q. 4 Answer the following (12) 
Compute the approximate derivatives of f(x)=sin(x), at x=0.45 radians, at increasing values 

of h from 0.01 to 0.04, with a step size of 0.005. Analyze the total error. What is optimum 
step size. 

Use the trapezoidal rule to numerically integrate f(x)=0.2+2x + 90x2  120x3  + 25x4  from a = 0 
to b = 0.8. 
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Q. 5 Answer the following (12) 
Evaluate the integral f ex clx using Simpson's-1/3th  mle. Compare the error with the exact value. 

For the equation y'(x)=2y/x, with y(1)=2, estimate y(2) by Elder's method using h41.25 and 
compare the results with exact answer. 

Q. 6 Answer the following 
a2y a Using shooting method, solve the equation — = dx2 

egy b. For — = exwith y(0),y(1);) estimate the y(i)at x=0.25,0.5,0.75 using finite difference dx2 
method. 
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